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WALL, JEAN GRIFFITH. Child Care on the Move: a Modular Mobile Child 
Care Center. (1973) Directed by: Dr. Nancy White. Pp. 92. 
The number of mothers entering the labor market In the United States 
has increased steadily over the past decade. Providing adequate care for the 
children of these women is a societal problem. Child care services are ex­
pensive for the consumer and the provider of services. One of the largest 
initial items of expense is the cost of a facility. 
It was the purpose of this study to design, arrange for the manufacture 
of, equip with examples of appropriate educational materials, and exhibit to the 
public a modular mobile child care center that would be functional, esthetically 
appealing, economical, and also would meet local, state, and federal regulations 
pertaining to schools for young children. The study was designated Project Child 
Care. 
Preliminary designs for a double-wide mobile child care center were 
prepared, using as guidelines regulations set forth by the North Carolina De­
partment of Insurance, the North Carolina Department of Social Services, and 
the Guilford County, North Carolina, Health Department. The plans for the 
project were discussed with Mr. Wallace J. Conner, a mobile home manu­
facturer, and arrangements were made with his firm for the manufacture of a 
prototype modular mobile child care center. 
An exhibition site for the public exhibition of the prototype was secured 
in High Point, North Carolina, through the assistance of representatives from 
the Southern Furniture Manufacturers Association and the High Point Redevelop­
ment Commission. Publicity for the exhibition was made possible through local 
television coverage and statewide newspaper releases. A brochure that included 
a brief description of the project was prepared and mailed to educators, child 
care agencies, government officials and industrialists. 
The center was equipped with representative examples of educational 
materials and supplies that were provided by Kaplan School Supply, Winston-
Salem, North Carolina. The materials chosen were deemed appropriate for 
three, four and five year old children. 
Public reaction to the center was ascertained by means of a question­
naire. The questionnaire was administered to each person who visited the center 
while it was open to the public. The respondents were positive in their ac­
ceptance of the modular mobile center for use as housing for a child care 
center. Reasons for acceptance included mobility, appropriateness of design 
and low cost. Stated as deterrents to use of a mobile center for child care 
housing were Impermanence, local zoning ordinances and prejudice toward 
mobile housing. 
Since February, 1972, an all-day program for 20 children from three 
to five years of age, had been in progress. The purchase of the prototype by 
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro was made possible through a 
gift to The University by the late W. J. Carter. The prototype served as a 
laboratory for students in Child Development and Early Childhood Education, 
as a center for research, as a demonstration center and as an environment 
providing safe, educationally oriented, supplemental care for children of 
working parents. 
Project Child Care was a cooperative effort between higher education and 
industry to make a positive contribution toward die alleviation of a societal con­
cern. A year's experience utilizing the facility as housing for an all-day program 
served to indicate that modular mobile housing can be utilized as an economically 
feasible setting for quality child care. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The decade of the sixties and the beginning of the seventies have wit­
nessed a steady rise in the number of mothers entering the labor market. In 
1960, 30.5 per cent of all married women were in the labor force. This per­
centage had risen to 40.8 by 1970. Eighteen per cent of these married women, 
in 1960, had children under six years of age and 18.9 per cent also had children 
between the ages of six and seventeen. The 1970 census revealed that, of the 
married women in the labor force, 30.3 per cent had children under the age of 
six and 30. 5 per cent also had children between the ages of six and seventeen 
(United States Bureau of the Census, 1972). Providing adequate child care for 
these children who are without parental care during working hours is a problem 
for working parents and for society. Studies have shown that early experiences 
have a significant effect on growth and development of the child (Hurlock, 1971) 
and consequently on whether or not he develops into an adult capable of making 
positive contributions to societal living. The number of child care facilities has 
risen along with the increase in demand for services, but not rapidly enough to 
provide spaces for all children needing care. 
Mrs. Richard Landsburg, past president, Day Care-Child Development 
Council of America, in an address before the North Carolina Conference for 
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Social Services on December 13, 1972, stated that there were 16 million children 
under the age of 14 whose parents were employed outside the home. Six million 
of these children were under the age of six. Two million of these children were 
left in damaging care, two million were left in the care of others, and two million 
were left alone. There were available for these children only 700, 000 licensed 
day care spaces. 
Cost of Child Care 
Purchasing child care services is expensive. The cost of providing all 
day care for one child has been estimated to be $2, 000 per year (Logan, 1969). 
According to operators of child care centers in Guilford County, North Carolina, 
day care services ranged from $17.50 to $25.00 per child per week. The quality 
of the care received varied tremendously from programs which were only 
custodial in nature to ones that were well organized and included a strong educa­
tional component. In certain circumstances, parents could receive federal aid to 
help defray the cost of child care provided the child was enrolled in a center 
which met federal guidelines concerning health, safety, staffing, and program 
(United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1968). In order to 
meet these requirements, many center operators were often required to spend 
large sums of money either to renovate present facilities or to construct new 
ones. As a result of increased capital expenses, some centers were forced to 
charge higher fees, some lowered the quality of the program, and many aban­
doned the field as being unprofitable. 
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Home Economics has been defined (New Directions, 1959) as that 
field of knowledge and service primarily concerned with strengthening 
family life through educating the individual for family living, improving 
the services and goods used by families, conducting research to discover 
the changing needs of individuals and families and the means of satisfying 
these needs, and furthering community, national, and world conditions 
favorable to family living /p. 4/. 
Since child care is a family problem and since home economists by the 
very definition of their profession are concerned with improving family life, 
devising a means whereby child care may be made more economical for both 
the provider of services and the family is an expedient task for the home econo­
mist. This study was planned to design a child care facility which would meet 
the requirements pertaining to schools for young children and at the same time 
be economically feasible. Construction costs consume a large part of the initial 
investment for a child care center. If these costs could be lowered, perhaps the 
cost of child care for the consumer would reflect the savings either in lower fees 
or in a program of higher quality. Lower construction costs might also serve to 
encourage more people to consider marketing child care services. 
The cost of building a classroom in Greensboro, North Carolina, ac­
cording to Mr. Thorpe Jones, Assistant Superintendent, Greensboro City Schools, 
varied, in 1972, from $15 to $25 per square foot. The variances were dependent 
upon carpeting and air conditioning. A modular mobile unit designed as a class­
room for children enrolled in an all-day program could, at that time, be con­
structed for approximately $11 per square foot. This represented a significant 
savings over conventional building methods. Not only was a mobile center less 
expensive to construct, but the center could be relocated as the needs for child 
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care changed, thus eliminating the necessity for abandoning a center, construct­
ing a new center, or having a center that was inaccessible to the population 
needing services. 
Purpose of the Study 
It was the purpose of this study to design, arrange for the manufacture of, 
equip with examples of appropriate educational materials, and exhibit to the 
public a modular mobile child care center that would be functional, esthetically 
appealing, economical, and would meet local, state, and federal regulations per­
taining to schools for young children. 
Definition of Terms 
For the purpose of clarification, the following terms are defined: 
1. Child Care Center--an appropriately housed, staffed and equipped 
center for providing adequate "away-from-home" care for children. 
2. Modular Mobile Child Care Center--a child care center composed 
of two 12 x 54 foot mobile units joined longitudinally to form a 
single building. 
3. Project Child Care--term used to designate this study. 
4. FHA--Federal Housing Authority. 
5. MPS--minimum product standards. 
6. PSI--pounds per square inch. 
7. 4-C--Community Coordinated Child Care. 
8. C-D--symbols used to designate grade of materials. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Mobile classrooms are not new to the field of education. For many 
years they have been utilized all across the United States. They have been 
known by several names such as relocatables, portables, trailers, permanent 
portables, and readmobiles. The reasons for using mobile classrooms were 
much the same everywhere. These reasons were well expressed by this state­
ment from the Richmond, Virginia, school administration (Little, 1960) when 
they made the decision in 1960 to purchase portable classrooms: 
1. to meet the needs of peak enrollments which temporarily exceeded 
building capacities; 
2. to meet the needs in areas of fluid population where temporary 
enrollments exceeded building capacities; and, 
3. to meet the needs of mushrooming growth where temporary 
facilities were required until permanent facilities could be 
constructed. I 
Relocatables 
There was some evidence to indicate that the school administrator con­
templating relocatable units should not necessarily rely on ready-made units to 
meet his needs. The experience of some school officials, as reported by Frank 
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Carioti (1964) in a survey of 18 school districts using relocatables, seemed to 
point to the necessity of consulting with architects and engineers concerning the 
most practical and economical design to fit individual school needs. 
Many relocatable classrooms were housed in large vans which could 
easily be moved not only from one school to another within the same city or dis­
trict, but also from one town to another. Reading and language laboratories 
were often housed in these vans. The school administrators in Northfield, 
Vermont, faced with the problem of providing a remedial reading program for 
children located in eight different schools, utilized the traveling language labora­
tory rather than transporting the children to a central location (American School 
Board Journal, 1966, (6), p. 34). Another use of vans was to design and equip 
them as audiovisual centers. These centers were scheduled on a regular basis 
at district schools for in-service training programs as well as for laboratory 
experiences for students (Lewis, 1967). 
While some school districts elected to build their own units, it was also 
possible to purchase pre-built units or to rent or lease units. CIT Educational 
Building, Inc., in Long Island, had for rent units which contained asphalt 
shingle roofs, vinyl-covered hard board paneled walls, sliding aluminum win­
dows, lighting and heating facilities (which exceeded the standards), and air 
conditioning. The rental fee was based on the size of the building and the equip­
ment provided (American School and University, 1965, (2), p. 79). 
Faced with a shifting population, the Castro School District in Castro 
Valley, California, solved the problem with steel-framed portable classrooms 
built on a modular design (American School Board Journal, 1961, (1), p. 34). 
San Patricio County, Texas, also elected to purchase mobile classrooms to alle­
viate overcrowded conditions in their Clark Elementary School. Two 60 x 27 foot 
mobile units which had a life expectancy of 50 years were purchased from 
Reynolds Aluminum for a cost of $11, 800 each (American School Board Journal, 
1961, (1), p. 34). The Chicago School System, one of the nation's largest users 
of portable classrooms, in 1962, purchased 150 mobile units at a cost of $8,160 
each. Each of these units contained adequate space for 30 children. Although 
the units were purchased as a temporary measure, the school board planned to 
use them as meeting rooms and driver training classrooms when the overcrowded 
conditions were remedied (Audiovisual Instruction, 1962, p. 566). The Los 
Angeles school board (another large user of mobile classrooms) needed to provide 
each year some 700 new classrooms. The board turned to portables because 
they prevented overbuilding, they could be erected in a short period of time and 
at less expense than regular buildings, and they could be relocated for a cost of 
$1, 800 (Overview, 1962, (2), p. 36). In Tuscon, Arizona, an important criterion 
for selection of portable classrooms was that they be esthetically appealing and 
blend with the existing structures (Morrow, 1962). 
Many portable classrooms were funded through federal funds under the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 and the Economics Opportunities 
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Act. By classifying portables as movable equipment, many schools were able to 
house their approved ESEA and EOA projects, which included libraries, reading 
and language labs, Head Start programs, and adult education (American School and 
University, 1966, (6), p. 74). In Hillsborough County, Florida, the Headstart 
program utilized 36 portable classrooms. The need for portable classrooms was 
due to shifting population. The program needed to go where the children were. 
Each classroom housed 20 children and could be moved in a day by six men 
(American School and University, 1966, (3), p. 34). 
Trailers 
Each year more and more schools utilized mobile units for a greater 
variety of services. These services ranged from use as regular classrooms to 
use as home management residence facilities (Wolf, 1968). In North Dakota, 
trailers were used as resident-teaching units for traveling teachers in remote 
areas. The teacher was engaged in remedial work and served several schools. 
As achievement testing indicated a need for her services, she traveled from 
school to school throughout the district. One-half of the unit was outfitted as an 
apartment and the other half was furnished as a classroom (Palmer, 1968). 
Permanent Portables 
In a departure from the usual portable classrooms, the planners of a 
child care training center in Reston, Virginia, utilized a modular concept in 
building a center for the training and supervision of family care mothers, 
nursery and day care teachers, and recreation leaders. Although the modules 
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were relocatable, they were installed as a permanent structure arranged around 
a courtyard. The modular prefabricated units were manufactured by Mobile 
Home Builders. The funding for this creative project was through a grant from 
Educational Facilities Laboratories of the Ford Foundation for the purpose of 
demonstrating "design adaptability and construction economy for the many cities 
across the country now planning facilities for day care and early childhood 
education" /Haase, 1969, p. 163/. 
The El Rancho, Texas, school district used permanent portables which 
were window-less, completely air conditioned, carpeted and wood paneled. The 
exterior was covered with stucco. This design blended with the existing archi­
tecture and enabled a savings in construction costs sufficient to cover the ex­
pense of air conditioning (McClain, 1964). 
In all areas where mobile classrooms have been used, they have been 
selected because of their economy and their suitability to the needs of the local 
community. The major obstacles to their use seemed to be local opposition to 
the use of mobile units due to impermanence; prejudice toward mobile housing; 
or trade union objections arising from a fear that mobile housing would jeo­
pardize laborers employed in the building trade (Jones, 1968). Since child care 
presents a problem for working parents and for the community, the writer was 
interested in investigating the possibility of applying the concept of modular 
mobile classrooms to child care facilities. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
In the summer of 1970, the writer conducted a survey of executives of 
manufacturing firms located in North Carolina to assess their interest in industry-
sponsored child care centers. Although only four of the one hundred nineteen 
respondents were already providing child care services for employees, 70 per 
cent of the respondents replied affirmatively when asked whether or not they 
would be interested in securing information concerning the advantages of a 
modular mobile child care facility. As a follow-up study, the writer embarked 
on a study known as "Project Child Care. " The purposes of this study were: 
1. to design and arrange for the manufacture of a modular mobile 
child care center; 
2. to exhibit this center, equipped with appropriate educational 
materials to enhance a learning program for young children; and, 
3. to design and administer a questionnaire to ascertain the reaction 
of the public to the center. 
Preliminary Preparations 
In order to design a mobile unit that would meet the needs of children in 
all-day care, comply with the North Carolina Building Code regulations (as they 
pertain to buildings used as schools for young children), and meet the North 
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Carolina Department of Social Services, licensing requirements for day care 
centers, the writer conferred with Mr. Kern Church, engineer with the State 
Department of Insurance, and consulted the Department of Social Services publi­
cation, Day Care Center Standards for Child Care. The project was discussed in 
detail with Mr. Church and the writer was referred to a publication entitled 
North Carolina State Building Code. 
North Carolina Building Code regulations. This book contained specific 
regulations pertaining to buildings that house young children. Buildings were 
divided into categories according to use. Child care centers were considered 
under three categories: 
1. schools; 
2. institutions; and, 
3. buildings for handicapped (North Carolina State Building Code, 1968). 
The design under investigation was for a facility to house children three to five 
years of age. Although the writer did not Intend to design a center for handi­
capped children, the engineer suggested that with only minor changes in design, 
the center could qualify for this purpose. The changes were 42 inch wide 
corridors, 32 inch wide bathroom doors operable in a single effort, five feet 
clear floor space in front of one commode, the addition of grab bars beside at 
least one commode, and an access ramp having a slope no greater than one foot 
rise in twelve feet from ground to entry. In addition to technical requirements 
regarding construction detail, the building code made the following stipulations: 
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1. that the Interior walls be constructed of a material that carried 
a one hour flame spread rating, that is to say that if the material 
were ignited, the flame would require one hour to spread across 
an inch of the material; 
2. that the doors leading to the exterior open outward; 
3. that fire extinguishers, approved by National Fire Protection 
Association for First Aid Fire Appliances, be located so that a 
person would not have to travel more than 100 feet to reach the 
nearest unit; 
4. that an approved fire appliance be installed in the kitchen area; and, 
5. that there be an automatic fire detection system (North Carolina 
State Building Code, 1968). 
The engineer also cautioned that the mobile unit would have to be inspected by a 
third party at the manufacturing plant. The purpose of this inspection was to 
ascertain compliance with building, electrical, and plumbing codes and to issue 
a certificate of approval. 
North Carolina Department of Social Services regulations. The North 
Carolina Department of Social Services, which at the time of this study was 
responsible for licensing child care centers, published a manual containing 
regulations pertaining to space, programming, and staffing for child care centers. 
According to the manual (Day Care Center, 1970), requirements for 
licensing child care centers were divided into two categories: 
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1. Level I--a center providing basic care and protection for children; 
and, , ' 
2. Level II--a center providing care and protection which exceeded 
basic levels. 
In many instances, the standards were the same for both levels, in others, the 
standard was either a modification of the Level I requirements or pertained only 
to Level II centers. The following standards were considered in designing the 
mobile center: 
1. stairs and porches shall be sturdy and safe and shall have railings 
where needed for safety; 
2. interior walls shall be painted in bright colors; 
3. adequate ventilation shall be provided by artificial or natural means; 
4. sufficient artificial lighting shall be provided so that objects on the 
floor are easily visible; 
5. hallways shall be well lighted and free from obstructions; 
6. thirty-five square feet of indoor floor space shall be provided for 
each child; 
7. low, open storage space shall be provided for play materials; 
8. storage space out of reach of the children shall be provided for 
surplus materials; 
9. equipment appropriate to the ages of the children shall be provided; 
10. space shall be provided for the children's wraps and possessions; 
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11. each child shall be provided with his own cot and linens for rest 
time; 
12. the rest cots shall be placed so as to allow for a distance of four 
feet between children's heads and at least two feet of walking space 
between cots; 
13. the room arrangement shall be such that the kitchen area is not the 
main access route to the outdoor play area; 
14. there shall be a minimum of one commode for every ten children 
(Level II); 
15. there shall be one lavatory for every ten children with at least one 
lavatory being located in the toilet area (Level II); and, 
16. receptacles for soap, paper towels, and waste shall be provided 
(Modification of Level I). 
Health Department regulations. The Guilford County, North Carolina 
Health Department regulations pertaining to institutions serving food were investi­
gated, and the writer was informed by the sanitarian that each institution was 
treated individually. The only requirements cited were that the kitchen be 
equipped with an institutional dishwasher to insure the sterilization of dishes and 
implements, a double stainless steel sink, and adequate above-the-floor storage 
space for equipment and supplies. 
In addition to meeting the aforementioned requirements, an effort was 
made to design a facility that was esthetically appealing and one that could be 
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manufactured for an economically feasible cost. 
Professional Assistance 
Using the regulations of the North Carolina Building Code, the Depart­
ment of Social Services and the Health Department as guides, the writer sketched 
several designs utilizing two mobile units 60 feet long by 12 feet wide. (Figures 
1 through 5) These sketches were submitted to a local manufacturer of mobile 
homes with whom the possibility of arranging to produce a prototype was dis­
cussed. Although this manufacturer expressed interest in the possibilities of 
producing and marketing a modular mobile child care center, he declined to 
participate in the project because of his inexperience in manufacturing units 
designed for public use. The manufacturer stated that it would be impractical for 
his company to manufacture a commercial unit designed for school use since it 
would necessitate major changes in his manufacturing routine. 
The Dean of the School of Home Economics mentioned the idea for such 
a project to Mr. Wallace J. Conner, president of Conner Homes Corporation. 
His firm, located at Newport, North Carolina, was engaged in the manufacture 
and sale of mobile homes. Mr. Conner expressed interest in the project. As a 
result, the writer corresponded with Mr. Conner and arranged a time to consult 
with him about the project (Appendix A). The writer, accompanied by the advisor 
to this project, traveled to Newport to meet with the manufacturer, his engineers, 
and his plant foreman. They examined the preliminary sketches of the double-
wide unit and discussed the possibility of the company's participation in the 
project. The writer attempted to acquaint the manufacturer with the concept of 
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child care, the ideas for the project, and the regulations with which the com­
pleted unit must comply. 
The manufacturer explained that to manufacture the unit at a price that 
would be acceptable to the consumer, the plans would need to be revised so that 
they would fit into the manufacturing procedures in use in the manufacturing 
plant. He also discussed the necessity for using, as nearly as possible, 
materials already available in the plant and the desirability of locating all 
plumbing in one section of the double-wide unit. 
After several weeks, company draftsmen submitted revised floor plans 
for a double-wide child care center and an architect's rendering of the exterior 
view of the completed unit. (Figure 6) The plans were examined and modified. 
After several consultations, a final floor plan was agreed upon. (Figure 7) The 
final plans were for a single building constructed from two mobile units that 
were 54 feet long and 12 feet wide. The interior of the unit would contain a 
multi-purpose room adequate in size to accommodate 20 three, four and five 
year old children. Cabinets, 18 inches in height, were planned for the two long 
sides of the room. Windows, designed to extend to the level of the cabinets, 
would serve the dual purpose of providing light and an outside exposure. 
(Figure 8) 
The entrance to the center would be from a small porch, through a 
reception area leading directly into the multi-purpose room. Included in the 
plan was an office equipped with an observation mirror, a storage room with 
shelving, a fully equipped kitchen. (Figure 9) Also included was a bathroom for 
FIGURE 6. Proposed Modular Mobile Child Care Center to 
to 
ioiLWT 
kitch&N 
FIGURE 7. Final Floor Plans 
to 
FIGURE 8. Multi-Purpose Room 
FIGURE 9. Kitchen Showing Dishwasher and Stainless Steel Sinks 
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adults, and a bathroom for children. The chilrdren's bathroom contained two 
child-sized commodes and lavatories. Handicapped children were considered 
and the children's bathroom was designed to include bars positioned beside 
the commodes. The doorway to the children's bathroom would be at least 32 
inches wide and the corridors at least 42 inches wide in order to accommodate a 
wheel chair. (Figures 10 and 11) 
FIGURE 10. Children's Bathroom Showing Grab Bars 
The entire building would be air conditioned and heated, with air ducts in the 
multi-purpose room positioned in the base of the cabinets so that warm air would 
heat the floor. 
Agreement on Responsibilities 
When agreement was reached on the plans, advisors to this project, the 
manufacturer and the writer conferred about details of the project, including 
public exhibition. A written agreement between the School of Home Economics 
FIGURE 11. Children's Bathroom Showing Sinks 
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and Conner Homes Corporation outlined specific responsibilities for the com­
pletion of the project (Appendix A). 
Manufacturer's Specifications 
According to specifications supplied by the manufacturer (Appendix B), 
the double unit was constructed of two, one story wood frame modules, each 
measuring 54 x 12 feet, manufactured in a plant that had a third party inspection 
by Underwriters' Laboratory, Inc. All required electrical wiring, plumbing 
supply, waste, vent lines, and fixtures were factory installed. 
Floor construction. The floor was constructed from standard Douglas 
fir, hemlock, and No. 2 common yellow pine. In both modules, the floor system 
consisted of 2' x 6' wood floor joists spaced every 16 inches on center. To meet 
FHA requirements, 16d spiked nails were used to spike girder members. The 
plywood over the floor joists was 5/8 inch tongue and groove plywood, under-
layment grade. This plywood was installed using 8d common or 6d threaded 
nails spaced 16 inches on center along all edges and 10 inches on center along 
intermediate members. (Figure 12) 
Exterior wall construction. The exterior walls were constructed from 
No. 2 common southern yellow pine and kiln-dried C and better Douglas fir. The 
exterior walls were pre-assembled and fitted into place. Side walls were 
constructed of 2 x 4 wood studs spaced every 16 inches with a double top plate 
and single sole plate. Studs were doubled at the door and window openings and 
tripled at all corners. The headers for window and door openings were 2x6 and 
FIGURE 12. Floor Construction 
2x8 and were supported by one stud on each side of the opening. As required by 
FHA, blocking was installed between the headers and the top plate. 
Door construction. The rear door was constructed of exterior grade 
1 3/4 inch hollow core flush panel luan mahogany. The front doors were 
aluminum sliders and a single hung aluminum framed exterior door. Both were 
glazed with double strength glass. 
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Roof construction; The roof was constructed of kiln-dried C and better 
Douglas fir-stress marked, minimum 1200 PSI. The roof system consisted of 
2x4 pre-engineered wood trusses that were set at two foot centers. 
FIGURE 13. Pre-engineered Roof Trusses 
Interior wall construction. The interior walls were finished with 1/2 
inch pre -finished sheetrock that had a flame spread rating of one hour. 
(Figure 14) 
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FIGURE 14. Interior Wall Construction 
Window construction. The windows were horizontal aluminum sliders 
glazed with double strength glass. Each window unit had self contained vinyl 
weather stripping. (Figure 15) 
Multi-purpose room roof construction. The roof in the multi-purpose 
area was supported by six inch steel I-beams that rested on two vertical six inch 
steel I-beams located one at each end of the room (Appendix B). This support 
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FIGURE 15. Window Construction 
eliminated the necessity of using support columns in the center of the multi­
purpose room. (Figure 16) 
Interior partition construction. The interior partitions were constructed 
of the same material as the outside walls. The center line load bearing partitions 
were fastened together at all door openings with 16-gauge metal straps. All non-
load bearing partitions were constructed of 2 x 4 wood studs placed 16 inches 
apart on center. The finished wall materials were 1/2 inch pre-finished sheet-
rock with a one hour flame spread rating. 
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FIGURE 16. Multi-purpose Room Roof Construction 
Ceiling and interior door construction. The interior doors were con­
structed of 1 3/8 inch hollow core flush panel luan mahogany except the storage 
room door that was a wooden bi-fold louvered door. The ceiling was made of 
1/2 inch fiberboard similar to the Armstrong Company's "instalek". 
Flooring. The flooring in both modules was constructed of . 090 gauge 
sheet linoleum over plywood underlayment. The linoleum was laid continuous 
over the entire floor section of each module except for the office area and the 
reception area. In these areas, carpet was installed directly on the underlay-
ment. The exterior and interior partitions were installed over the top of the 
floor covering. The carpet material was a "textile resilient carpet" as approved 
by FHA. 
Insulation. The insulation consisted of 6 inch fiberglass batts in the 
ceiling, 4 inch fiberglass batts in the outside walls, and 2 inch fiberglass batts 
in the floor. This insulation was similar to Johns Manville, with an integral 
vapor barrier. The insulation was installed with the vapor barrier to the warm 
side. The installation was completed at the factory. (Figure 17) 
Roofing. The roof sheathing was 1/2 inch C~D grade sheathing plywood. 
The trusses and one layer of 15 pound asphalt impregnated felt was installed at 
the factory. When the unit was located on the exhibition site, the manufacturer 
installed a second layer of 15 pound asphalt felt and roof shingles. Before at­
taching the roof shingles, the two modules were secured at the ridge line with 
16 gauge galvanized metal straps placed at four foot centers. (Figure 18) 
Plumbing. Both units were plumbed in the manufacturing plant in com­
pliance with the North Carolina Code and the FHA MPS. The following fixtures 
were furnished: one double stainless steel sink, one standard sized water closet--
vitreous china, two child-sized water closets--vitreous china, three enameled 
steel lavatories, one standard sized stainless steel sink. The manufacturer 
provided a disposal unit and an institutional dishwasher. Also provided was a 40 
gallon quick recovery hot water heater. All plumbing connections and lines were 
FIGURE 17. Sidewall Insulation 
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FIGURE 18. Roofing 
stabbed out on the bottom of the unit and connection to the public system com­
pleted on site to comply with local, state, and RHA regulations. 
Heating and air conditioning. The double wide unit was equipped with an 
electrical heating system to provide for the flow of warm, forced air. The ducts 
ran under the floor with heat registers in the floor and under the cabinets in the 
multi-purpose room. The furnace was an Intertherm, Inc., Model Mac 2480 
electric furnace with an input of 100, 000 BTU's. The unit was also air condi-
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conditioned, using the same duct system. 
Electrical wiring. The units were wired during construction with the 
manufacturer being responsible for complying with the North Carolina Electrical 
Code and the FHA MPS. A 200 amp circuit breaker was installed in the storage 
room. 
Exterior construction. The exterior of the building was constructed of 
green aluminum siding simulated to have the appearance of wood. The roof was 
pitched rather than flat. Guttering was attached upon location on a permanent 
site. (Figure 19) 
Builder's warranty. Upon completion, the manufacturer furnished a 
Builder's Warranty and a letter signed by the appropriate authorities certifying 
that the unit had been properly inspected and complied with the required building, 
plumbing, and electrical codes and also met the FHA MPS (Appendix B). 
Final Preparations 
There remained two final problems to solve, one being a source of 
financing for the educational equipment and materials to be displayed in the unit 
and the other finding a suitable site for public display. 
Educational materials. The educational materials were to be examples of 
materials which in the opinion of the writer were appropriate for three, four and 
five year old children. Children's needs, interests, and developmental levels 
were used as criteria for selection. Several funding sources were investigated. 
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FIGURE 19. Exterior Finish-Aluminum Siding 
The writer corresponded with the Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
in Washington concerning the project and subsequently received an invitation to 
visit a child care specialist with the Office of Child Development. The writer 
accompanied by the advisor to the project went to Washington where an interesting, 
but non-productive conference was held. Although interest in the concept of a 
modular mobile child carecenter atidinthe plans .to equip and display the center was 
expressed, the child care specialist indicated that all monies available through 
the Office of Child Development were already committed to a nation wide survey 
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concerning licensing practices and, therefore, were not available for the kind of 
funding requested. 
Assistance was solicited from a manufacturing firm which had expressed 
interest in providing child care services for employees. A proposal which would 
have given free use of the modular mobile child care center for a period of six 
months in exchange for $2,000 for educational materials and supplies, carpeting, 
and draperies, was presented to an executive of the firm. The proposal was con­
sidered by the board of the firm, but rejected due to the instability of the market 
which made commitment to a new venture economically unsound. 
The writer approached two large manufacturers of educational equip­
ment and supplies with the proposal that, in return for the loan of equipment 
during the exhibition period, public recognition for their participation would be 
given. Representatives from both companies replied that the request was in oppo­
sition to company policy and, therefore, could not be granted. 
The owner of a school supply house in Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
was contacted and asked to consider equipping the center for the period of ex­
hibition in return for advertising privileges. The proposal was accepted and 
Kaplan School Supply became an active contributor to Project Child Care. 
Materials selected were chosen from stock available in the supply 
house. Care was exercised to choose materials that would provide a balance in 
large and small muscle activities, vigorous and quiet activities, and that would 
stimulate creative expression. For purposes of classification, the materials 
were divided into interest areas such as block-building, housekeeping and 
dramatic play, science, art activities, books, manipulative toys and games, 
music and rhythms, and audio-visual teaching aids. The materials displayed 
in the unit were not intended to be all inclusive, but rather to be examples of 
available items (Appendix C). 
Selection of site for public display. With the help of a representative of 
the Southern Furniture Manufacturers Association and the Redevelopment Com­
mission of High Point, North Carolina, the writer obtained a suitable site for the 
exhibition. A site was selected in a redevelopment area near downtown High 
Point. Positioning a mobile home on this property for even a short period of 
time necessitated obtaining a special building permit from the City of High Point 
(Appendix D). This permit was temporary and was valid only for the period 
during which the center was open to the public. The difficulties encountered in 
obtaining a building permit were indicative of the type problems which might have 
to be overcome if this type building were used. 
The completed modules were delivered to the exhibition site on self 
contained chassis and running gear, 12 x 36 x 60 feet long. Once positioned on 
the site, the units were joined. (Figures 20 and 21) 
Publicity 
Project Child Care was an endeavor that was of interest to a variety of 
people who were concerned with away-from-home care for young children. So 
that the project might have exposure to as many people as possible, the writer, 
with the assistance of the public relations manager for Conner Homes, prepared 
FIGURE 20. Unit Being Positioned 
FIGURE 21. Completed Unit 
a brochure. The brochure briefly outlined the project and listed the time and 
location of the public exhibition (Appendix D). The brochure was mailed to 
representatives of manufacturing firms who had requested information about a 
modular mobile child care center (Wall, 1971), to school personnel at the local 
and state level, to the Board of County Commissioners, to the City Councils of 
High Point and Greensboro, to day care organizations, to the Department of 
Social Services, and to representatives of higher education. In addition to the 
brochure, statewide newspaper coverage and local television coverage served to 
bring Project Child Care to the attention of the public. 
During the summer of 1971, Conner Homes made arrangements with 
Robert Rusting Associates, New York, and the J. Walter Thompson Agency, New 
York, for commercial advertising of the modular mobile child care unit through­
out the North Carolina, Georgia, South Carolina, and Virginia marketing areas 
(Appendix D). 
The cooperation of many people contributed to making Project Child 
Care a reality. Letters of appreciation were mailed, at the conclusion of the 
public exhibition, to those people who had helped with the project. 
Public Response 
One of the objectives of this study was to ascertain the reaction of the 
public to the concept of using a modular mobile unit for a child care center. In 
order to accomplish this objective, the writer designed and presented a ques­
tionnaire to each of the more than 200 persons who visited the center (Appendix 
The occupations of the visitors covered a wide range. Two hundred and 
twelve people toured the center while it was open to the public. Of these visitors, 
45, or 21.2 per cent were students. Teachers comprised the next largest group 
of visitors. There were 34 teachers, or 12 per cent. Of these, 16, or 7.5 per 
cent were teachers of preschool children. Twenty-one, or 9.9 per cent of the 
visitors were actively engaged in operating child care centers. Housewives ac­
counted for 15 visitors, or 7.1 per cent. Twelve public health nurses toured the 
center. This group comprised 5.2 per cent of the total. The remaining 85 
visitors, 40.6 per cent of the total, listed a wide variety of occupations, such as 
social worker, psychologist, physician, hospital administrator, builder, 
government planner, home economist, Head Start director, or textile worker. 
The ages of the respondents were divided into three groups, 18 to 21 
years, 31 to 40 years, and over 40. Eighty-one, or 38.2 per cent of the 
respondents, constituted the first group, 47, or 22.2 per cent, were in the 
second group, and 79, or 37.3 per cent, were in the last group. Five respondents 
declined to answer the question. The results indicated that the respondents 
represented a fairly balanced age spread. 
Question two inquired whether or not there was a need for more child 
care facilities in the respondent's locality. Two hundred respondents replied in 
the affirmative, five replied in the negative, and seven declined to respond. 
Question three inquired, in the opinion of the respondent, what groups 
might use this type building. The suggested groups listed on the questionnaire all 
received positive response. In addition, respondents suggested that the unit be 
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TABLE 1 
• 
Respondents Categorized According 
to Occupation 
Number of Number of 
Respondents Respondents 
Student 45 Evaluation Assistant 
Operator of Child Care Sales 
Center 21 Medical Social Worker 
Teachers 34 Director of Children's 
(preschool level) (16) Work 
Housewife 15 Psychologist 
Public Health Nurse 12 Physician 
Secretary 6 Representative Housing 
Home Economist 5 Authority 
Social Worker 4 Cost Engineer 
Minister 4 Accountant 
Head Start Director 4 Barber 
Finance Officer 3 Salesman, plywood 
Hospital Administrator 3 Upholstery 
Licensed Practical Nurse 3 Postal Inspector 
Home Service Advisor Director, Citizen 
(utility company) 3 Involvement 
Government Planner 2 Director, Information 
Staff Member, N.C. Coun­ on Education 
cil on Mental Retardation 2 Clerk 
Personnel Director 2 Outreach Worker 
Toy Manufacturer 2 Librarian 
Bookkeeper 2 Tutorial Services 
Nurse 2 Fuel Dealer 
Community Service Engineer 
Consultant 2 Insurance Salesman 
Builder 2 Textile Worker 
Stock Broker 
Hostess, Merchants 
Greeter Service 
Retired 
No response 
Response not legible 
3 
4 
2 
Total 212 
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used for infant care, scout huts, hospital units, Head Start programs, Montessori 
schools, handicapped workshops, community recreation centers, and adult 
education centers. 
Question four asked for suggestions for change in the design of the center. 
One hundred ten, or 51.9 per cent, of the respondents declined to respond to this ques­
tion. Thirty-three, or 15.6 percent, of the respondents recommended no change. 
The remaining 69 respondents recommended diverse changes in design, which in­
cluded such things as: designing the basic units so that they might be used in clusters, 
planning for a covered play area anchored to the building, providing either different 
type lighting or providing covers for the lighting, and providing more bulletin board 
space. 
Question five asked whether or not the respondent thought the building had 
possibilities for use other than child care. Of the two hundred two respondents, 176 or 
83.0 per cent answered affirmatively. Suggested uses included various types of kin­
dergartens, infant care centers, recreational facilities, schools for migrant workers, 
church school housing, low income housing, and building for small businesses. 
Question six inquired whether or not the respondent would consider use 
of this type educational center ii he were planning to operate a child care center. 
Of the two hundred twelve respondents, two hundred one or 94.8 per cent, replied 
affirmatively, two replied negatively, and nine either declined to respond 
or stated that they had no opinion. The respondents answering affirmatively 
listed mobility, flexibility of design, relative low cost, and attractiveness as 
reasons for using this type of building. The two respondents replying negatively 
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gave as their reasons need for a larger building and lack of permanence. 
Question seven asked the respondent's opinion as to the appropriateness of 
the educational materials displayed in this center. The materials displayed 
were intended only to be examples of what might be used in an operative center 
and were not intended either to be adequate in number or to imply that all the 
materials on display would be used simultaneously. Two hundred six, or 97.2 
per cent, of the respondents answered this question affirmatively. Two re­
spondents answered negatively, two respondents were undecided, and two 
respondents had no opinion. Comments which accompanied the affirmative 
answers pointed out the fact that much of the material could be made less ex­
pensively. 
Question eight asked whether or not the respondent foresaw any objection 
to the use of a modular unit as a child care facility in his locality. One hundred 
sixty-seven, or 78.8 per cent, of the respondents responded negatively, to this 
question. Thirty-two, or 15.1 per cent, responded affirmatively, and 13 or 6.1 
per cent, had no opinion. Attractiveness of appearance was cited as a major 
factor in favor of the building's use. Those respondents who foresaw objections 
to use of the structure in their communities cited zoning ordinances, building 
codes, and prejudice toward mobile homes as the major factors involved. 
Most of the visitors to Project Child Care seemed to view it as a center 
which was adequate not only for a child care program, but for a variety of other 
purposes. Although only a small percentage of the respondents indicated doubt 
about zoning regulations, these loom as major obstacles to the use of mobile 
housing for child care centers. 
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Brent Woodson Carter Child Care Center 
In the summer of 1971, the purchase of the prototype Project Child 
Care was made possible through a gift to The University by the late Mr. W. J. 
Carter and family in honor of Mrs. Carter, an alumnus of The University. 
FIGURE 22. The Brent Woodson Carter Child Care Center 
Since February, 1972, an all day program for 20 children ranging in age from 
three to five years has been in progress. The Center, which was licensed for 
20 children by the North Carolina Department of Social Services, opened at 7:30 
in the morning and remained open until 5:30 in the afternoon five days a week. 
The Center program was approved by the North Carolina Department of Public 
Instruction and served as a laboratory for students in Child Development and 
Early Childhood Education, as a setting for research, as a demonstration center 
for persons interested in child care, and as an environment providing safe, 
educationally oriented supplemental care for children of working parents. The 
Center was dedicated in May, 1972, and named The Brent Woodson Carter Child 
Care Center. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The number of married women in the United States labor market has 
risen steadily during the past decade. In 1970, married women comprised 40. 8 
per cent of the labor force. Thirty per cent of these women had children under 
the age of six years. Providing adequate care for these children was a major 
societal concern because there was an inadequate number of licensed spaces for 
ft 
the number of children requiring child care. 
For many years mobile classrooms have been used by educators to re­
lieve overcrowded school conditions due to rapidly expanding or shifting popula­
tion. Their use has enabled school administrators to meet the needs of students 
in an efficient, economical manner. Special services such as reading labora­
tories, audiovisual resources and remedial programs have been made available 
on a limited schedule to schools unable to justify full time need for these services. 
Needs for child care also change with changes in population. The mobile child 
care center may be able to meet these needs in areas where permanent housing 
is not readily available. 
Project Child Care was a cooperative effort between higher education 
and industry to make a positive contribution toward the alleviation of this concern. 
So that more people might be attracted to enter the child care business, the 
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concept of a modular mobile child care facility was introduced and, with the 
assistance of a mobile home manufacturer, Wallace J. Conner, and a school 
supply house, Kaplan's, a prototype for a double wide mobile child care center 
was designed, constructed, equipped with educational materials, and exhibited to 
the public. The center was designed to meet local, state and federal guidelines 
regarding health and safety and at the same time to be economically feasible. 
The projected cost of a modular mobile center adequate in size to accommodate 
20 children, not including educational materials, was $14, 500, or $11 per square 
foot. This was more economical than the estimated cost of a conventional class­
room which was $15 to $25 per square foot. Mobility was a unique feature of the 
facility. It could be relocated easily as shifting population created changes in 
needs for child care services. The facilty was totally electric and equipped 
with an air conditioning unit for year round comfort. The interior contained a 
large multi-purpose room, an office featuring an observation mirror, a storage 
room, a fully equipped kitchen, and two bathrooms. The exterior was covered 
with horizontal aluminum siding simulated to resemble wood. The roof was 
pitched and roofed with asbestos shingles, giving the appearance of a small house 
rather than of a trailer. Esthetic appeal can be extremely important as a tool for 
developing positive attitudes toward schooling (Kling, 1959). 
In addition to the people who visited the center while it was open to the 
public, numerous requests for information were received not only from people in 
the surrounding areas, but also from people outside North Carolina. From 
Louisiana came an inquiry from two hospital administrators who were 
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investigating possible building alternatives for a child care center designed to 
offer services to patients and staff. The 4-C Committee in Baltimore, Mary­
land, the Day Care Council of Central Pennsylvania, the Community Action 
Council, Miami, Florida, a day care center in Penns Grove, New Jersey, and a 
day care center in Newton Grove, North Carolina were among those groups 
seeking information (Appendix D). Some 27 such inquiries were received. The 
inquiries were all answered and referred to the manufacturer for details con­
cerning cost and availability. 
Recommendations 
A year's experience in utilizing the facility for a program has served to 
indicate that the facility can adequately house 20 young children in an all day 
program; and that a few changes in design (some of which were suggested by 
visitors during the exhibition period) are advisable. In subsequent models, 
these modifications are recommended: 
1. that acoustical tile be installed on the ceiling; 
2. that the sliding glass doors be eliminated thus providing more 
wall space; 
3. that the cabinets in the multi-purpose room be constructed on one 
long side only and that they be 24 inches in height; 
4. that the sink in the multi-purpose room be lowered to 2 feet; 
5. that the fluorescent tubes used to light the multi-purpose room be 
covered with a protective sheath; and, 
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6. that a child-sized water fountain be installed in conjunction with the 
sink in the multi-purpose room. 
In addition, these suggestions are recommended as optional means of 
lowering the construction costs without jeopardizing compliance with the Building 
Code specifications: 
1. eliminate the steel beam supporting the multi-purpose room ceiling 
and substitute center post supports; 
2. eliminate the pitched roof and asbestos shingles and use, instead, 
a flat roof covered with aluminum sheeting; 
3. eliminate the guttering; and, 
4. utilize window air conditioning units rather than central air 
conditioning. 
Although the space is limited, there is adequate room in which to conduct 
a quality program for 20 children. A facility which meets local, state and 
federal requirements can be constructed economically. 
The concept of modular mobile units for child care has many possibilities 
for use. The two most significant obstacles to be overcome are public prejudice 
toward mobile housing, and local zoning and building codes. One possible way to 
overcome the prejudice toward mobile housing might be to have the facility con­
structed by a modular builder instead of a mobile home manufacturer. The 
feature of mobility would be retained, but perhaps without the negative concept of 
"house trailer." 
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This study, a cooperative effort between higher education and industry, 
attempted to present a feasible alternative to conventional housing for child care 
centers. The prototype, The Carter Clfild Care Center, housing 20 three, four, 
and five year old children, approved by the Division of Early Childhood Educa­
tion of the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction and licensed by the 
North Carolina Department of Social Services has experienced one year of 
successful operation on the campus of The University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro. 
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APPENDIX A 
Correspondence Initiating Project Child Care 
T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  N O R T H  C A R O L I N A  
AT GREENSBORO 
June 10, 1970 
School of Home Economics 
Mr. Walter J. Conner, President 
Conner Homes Corporation 
P. O. Box 520 
Newport, North Carolina 28570 
Dear Mr. Conner: 
As a further cooperative venture between industry and education, we are 
investigating the feasibility of designing, equipping, and demonstrating a modular 
mobile child care center. We envision this unit as a practical way to help solve 
the acute shortage of space for the adequate care of children whose parents are 
away, from home during the day. Dean Albanese indicated that she had men­
tioned this project to you. At her suggestion, I am sending you a copy of tenta­
tive plans for the exterior of the unit. If you would give some thought to these 
as well as to the feasibility of the project, it would be very helpful. Should you 
consider this project to be one in which your company and the School of Home 
Economics could work cooperatively, I would be pleased to come to Newport and 
discuss the project in more detail. I will call you on Wednesday morning, 
June 17, to make further arrangements. 
Thank you for your cooperation and interest. 
Sincerely, 
(Mrs.) Jean G. Wall 
G R E E N S B O R O ,  N O R T H  C A R O L I N A  2 7 4 1 2  
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
AT GREENSBORO 
January 22, 1971 
School of Home Economics 
To: Wallace J. Conner 
Conner Homes Corporation 
From: Naomi G. Albanese, Dean 
School of Home Economics 
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
Re: Modular Mobile Child Care Center 
A memorandum of agreement between the School of Home Economics, University 
of North Carolina at Greensboro and Conner Homes Corporation defining objec­
tives and responsibilities regarding a modular mobile child care center project. 
Objectives 
The objectives of the project are to design, manufacture, equip, and exhibit a 
modular mobile child care center. The goals are to produce for a reasonable 
amount of money an attractive, structurally sound, functional facility for housing 
children who need all-day care away from home and to exhibit the facility In such 
a way as to give the project maximum exposure to persons concerned with day 
care for young children—industrial leaders, educators, day care operators. 
Responsibilities--Conner Homes Corporation 
1. Manufacture the unit (If possible roof will be shingled, gutters and overhang 
will also be added). 
2. Transport and set up the unit on the site and connect the unit to existing 
services (water, electricity, sewer). 
3. Provide underpinning. 
4. Provide porch and outdoor carpeting. 
G R E E N S B O R O ,  N O R T H  C A R O L I N A  2 7 4 1 3  
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5. Garry Insurance coverage on the unit and any equipment belonging to Conner 
Homes plus liability Insurance coverage for Conner personnel and visitors 
to the unit. 
6. Provide for the office an executive desk and chair, two side chairs, a book­
shelf, a coat rack and carpeting. 
7. Provide for the playroom one 3x6 rectangular table and three chairs (to 
be selected by a representative from the School of Home Economics). 
8. Carpet reception area. 
9. Professional assistance on brochure to be distributed during public showing. 
The cost of the brochure will be shared by both parties. 
Responsibilities--School of Home Economics 
1. Site. 
2. Landscaping. 
3. Liability insurance coverage for UNC-G personnel and for visitors to the unit. 
4. Educational materials. 
5. Planning and scheduling public showings. 
6. Staffing for the unit during showings. 
7. Prepare with Mr. Yates Nagel of Conner Homes Corporation a brochure to be 
distributed during public showings. (The cost of the brochure will be shared 
by both parties.) 
8. Contact High Point Model Cities Commission and secure a firm commitment 
on the length of time the proposed site will be available for this project. 
APPENDIX B 
Construction Details Pertaining to 
Manufacture of the Prototype 
• Proposed Construction 
• Under Construction 
Properly addrttt 
tilt KUIIK tffimi U> KIMIN ivpilt, Ivim 
Mir KI »lan« «VO>* fold. 
<emptu«4 tktttt in •tlglntl Matt. 
Mortgagor or Sponsor CONKER HOMES COnPORATTOM 
(Ninif) 
DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS No.. 
City . 
(T* b* intrnrd l/j- IMA m VA| 
Sfofo _ 
P« Qi Drnwor 10.JJottmr.li N«Ca, (A'TUXII) 
Contractor or fluikferMflmifnctiirft — CffflH^'n HOtfWS COKPORATIOTl P. Q. Th-HMor IQ^jjftwpQrtfr.- M.C. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
I. far aiMiManul Uliimoflan •* htv Ihli tutm li la b» iwbmltlarf, nwmb*r 
• f »!(., M« Itia UitivdlaM oppl't«l>lt I* Ik* fHA Appttfnl.on fv' 
Mnl|»o» *i VA ftaquatt <ui D»t»rmlftBttan •< tt«i>r>abl« Valvr, at 
Ihf ttn n«/ b» 
3. OtM'lb* all motoftati and aqvlpmaM la b« tr»d, »l>«i|<«r pt n»1 thevn p« 
lh* Jroolngi, t>/ mailing an X In ••«>! apptepdof* «f>»ck b«i end witting |K« 
l*farp<atl»A ta'lad IM 1A «A(H ipart. If tpoct ll loodfqvatt, tnltr "$«• milt." 
9*4 dtitrlUt vftdtr Ktm IT 0* •* •« attotktd ifcatt. 
J. Wo>k net ipMifiialljr daiuibid of thaw* will not bt tantldtrtd vrvltu 
r.qvlird, lf<«n lt<« falfllmw"! ar««r>«Ht wltl bt aiiv«*d, Wait ••(•td.ng 
i«qul>«m»fili ttnntl b« lamldtrad unl«ti ip»«r.tallr dtitiibrd. 
4. ViOi-da na atl«'Aa>ti> "01 •quol** f-hfaui, or • cxtrndirlorf Ham, |C#«-
lldtralla* •' • rtqvtll far aitapfanta of iwbitilvit mattriell ar aqvlpmtM I* 
nil Ihttab/ parlvdid.J 
5. ladvdt tl|notv'«i laqvlrcd a* tH# and af IfcU ferra. 
t. Tt» conitrvttlan ihotl bt <0">pltl#d (A fa*ip1la*(t wHih rht rtlolid d<ewi/>gt 
and »p*<)AMllaM( at amandtd dvftag prattitlng Tht tptrifaoliaAt Imlvda tht 
Oaurtptlan •( Malarial! and iKa applxoblt Minimum Canttrvtllan 
Reinforcing >IPS 704-6.2 
Rclnforrlng HPS 70/1-6.? 
1. EXCAVATION: 
Bearing toll, i)|K » 
2. FOUNDATIONS: 
Fooiinji: concrete ml« M QT S Mortar ; Hrrngih p«t tOOO 
FoonrUiion w.ii nuirriii Conorctc Block (Solid) M or S Mortar 
Interior foiindtlion »»»!!: mn^la! Conoroto Block (TrOlid) P»ny found 41 Ion Kali 
Cotumnt* matrria! and .i». 8"x6"xl6" Solid Concroto Pir„. „.,„ui ,pd -i.t...!., Solid Concrcto Blocks 
. Cinlrfi: n^.rrial and ,W. Std. & Better ?x6 IIOUR " H or A Kortor 
Bjtrmrnl fniranrc •»»>")' Hono Window arc***)-! 
W*lrr|iryofuij Honp Fooling draiftl 
Tfnniip protection 26 Pago Oalv. Metal As Indicatod On Drawinpo 
foundation vrntii BaKinriitlrti ijacc: ground cover 6 Mil* Polvothelynq in\utation_ 
Sjx-fial fountUtiyni , . „ *t 
Additional information- Floor Joint Spaocd 16 Inchce On Center Over Two Jr. I-BewnaaP* /Z 
/-2. £~ 2 ̂ TT ^ 
3. CHIMNEYS: 
Matriijl _.jDal' Stool Mo. 
Flur linlnjr matriial GolVa Stoel No. 24 llraltr flue tltt 
Vtt«» (puhnnl end H\t): fat w oil hratff . 
Adilition-il irifdnniliiiii 40 Qftllon lOflS ) 
4. FIREPLACrS: 
T >l>r a O i n lwiiiii'g. [J (Iirulatnf mi li(t) ̂  
Ftrrj>l«ir fjiiiifj . ...... Ilrfinj ^. . 
Aililitiini-t) i• • fi 1 r 11 • atm• • t: . . 
<: - i. 
" "  A  f  I ' n & U k a u c I f ™ < / C o l e m a n  o r  I n t o r n o t i o n a l  
^x r̂, cot..So.ij-
iz«| 
Flrrptur flue ii»f 4" 
i wa^r >•>.•»66 Qui. Bloct* (OlfVflB Llwodl 
JiL. — 
A»f* dump and (Iran out 
; hranh . M»M>L 
5. EXTERIOR WAILS: jyvt Poyglao Fir 
Wfyc'. H,v*l RMilr, and tjx-cirj. Or nomlooK jjJ Corner bracinf (lulMing paiirr ot frit lri lb. folt 
3m}%2± °r. », ,1,1,uc,3/8^ dl_« • «wsn ipurri a ,., • hiatal, 
1 Siding *019 liftp Alwn._Siting 
SliinC1' * —' i pailr 
Stiirio f llildnrii _ 
' h'x"6tbs,-?iwfe,vf5 .; „p. c°"p-; .1,, y » , jlr».^6,i_-iklf.sv: 
1 .IT. W*1..«!?. 
M.,«»nr)r *rr»riri?ns?p_?2lsh Silli 
Mawinry: Q viliil QQ fjrrd Q itiicryol; total wall ihklnctl 
Alum. Steol 
• scu 
Alum. 
Pacl.tip matrrlil 
IW tilh Alum. Throrholri Windsw «;n. 
liiti-iinr dam|ijirr>ofing, rojti nt 
A<Mili,iniil infmm.itinn: _ 
Knirii.r piiniing: n.atrnal Acrylic Paint Bakod on Alum. Siding 
C»1I!P WALL conituiniun' CI TIME at ttuln wnllti Q «L«T conttruction _ 
LlntrU -
m\ Cicing thlchnrn _ 
lhkbv-ii_ 
Bate (billing 
bring malrrUl 
or poly. 
i bonding _ 
Untrfi B^ir flaihlcg -
furring • . -. 
; number of coati _ 
6. Ftooa NAMING: ?Jt6n^^£ Fir lfi" 
Joint: «%tKkl. gM'lr, ami t|*<ipi.__PIL. ; oiher . Hcmlook : btklgini 1x4 
Cminrlc tbl*: K) lutrinrni flenr; Q firtt flunr; Q ground Wpjoflrd; Q tclf-iupponlng{ mU _ 
n inforring ? intubtlon __ 
_ ; thlcltnrtt ft" 
Fill under tLlr. mauilal Karth/Qravel 
mrmbranc . 
thldnnt. Hortir mix tvue II or !i 
7. SUOFIOORIN'G: (Ooscribn upderfjosr'mg for ipttial floors under //em 21.J 3/rt" Mainul. Jta.it and Tonnio and Orooved (Undorlfivmont) . tlnrlnrl'tvn';?!!.. 
gfr,ig»^t'fio7t)i{rbg»,ay-wtm,q^ diagonal; Q right angle*. Additional Information- flO 
8. FINISH FLOORING: (Wood only. Dcitrtb* other flnlth Rooting undtr ll*m 21.) 
Lta.om Rtrnt GMM Srwu Tim"!!! WliTTM Ifcct r*n« 
Jv'Cxn.l Oc>r 
Attir. fl<„/ ... _ VI ft. 
Ati-tni.nu) inE»rin4tiio• AD pir.Iph.Flo./<?,i.nj:.M.^.t9ri;tl1.1..•U'/i nr.4 C:«»;i'nl. . 
VAAr«rj4^053 " /'luw- •'»'Hr.fr To hi Applind Or'.r CiiniiMnj or ~DESCniPl!Otl Ol"/.iAlIiilAI^ 
ixtiuiity bofird# 
Description of Materials 
DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL5 
9. PARTITION FRAMING: Kiln dried C and B 
Siudi; MIX*!, CUD', and «J—»»• PoUglaB Pir _ 
AtMMunai intumun*: ?x6 Studo at Path Plumbing Wall 
10. CEILING FRAMING: 
lite and .p*dng^LSfiOCod^lC^O. C^,. 
Trunuos n.\~, Pang Hail 
Roof iruwei (iee det<!1): grad« and »jwckt TriHincn 
?. B.YaP. or Kiln Prind C find B Itaiittlnn Kir 
Joiitt: wuid, giadf. and iprctrt. 
Additional infotmMioti: 
11. ROOF FRAMING: 
Rafirn: g'idr, anil 
Additional Information: Constmeted"'of Ho. 
12. ROOFING: 
ShralMng: MMXI, gr.id.-. and C-fl flbRftthJLJlL' flrfUlfl PlyHMld . 
Ru.fing Anphnlt .Com/ Hiin l̂cn ; grade C 235 LB, • ,i„ 12x36 f .rj, Seal Tab Vl,Ic,\ai TWO l,avern IS In Annhult Folt 
lluilt-ti|* rinding 
TUlliing itinlriUI . 
rt* ODoi i in 
J Wright Or lMrfcnft«i5 lb; «li> . . fiHrnlny Oftl Vi Nfttlfi 
j numbrr of pi bra : tutfarlng 
t ga|f or wrighi. „ ; [*} giavrt O ,rww giiMili 
AtMiiinitti itifirt.L-iimt .Yent.. FI n n h I n j; - r~2 G. Qo^oJJoly. 
13. GUTTERS AND DOWNSPOUTS: 
Cutlifi nmiriial , i gagr or origin | lire ___ 
IVmi.tjiniitt" maliri.il : gagr or xHgiii ; ilre .. 
Dowmjxuti ronnrrfrd to: Q Storm irwer; Q miliary acwtr; Q dry-well. 0 Sptaiti blocki: matrthl and »iir_ 
Additional information: ?f> fin. fl.il v. Mntnl Rnin fflvftrtorn flvnr Rntrannn 
14. LATH AND PLASTER 
1.4th Q**lli, P rrilingi; material • weight or «liHw« f Pla«lrr: rtnlili 
t)ry-w4ll • walll. ® crilingi: -j^1 ^ V< ht»rbn/Url ; ih!flinwi"lF' . ^ „ natcrial .•$' f 
joint irratmrni Stapled to 4" x 14" Wood Stripn with a PVC Splino Between Jointo 
; Anlih Pro-Piniohod 
15. DECORATING: (Paint, wollpapcr, etc.) 
ROOM* WALL TIMIM «N» ANUCAINI 1 CinjHO TWIIH M«ti»iM. Ann ArrucAiavi 
1/4" Pre-Finiohcd Paneling st^S Armstrong'0 "Inctaiolc" 
1/4" Vinyl Covored llard'Board/c^Fy^ ArmotroncfB "Inntalok" 
1/4" Pre-Kinished PaneUng ^ ArmotronR'n "lnotalok" 
Additional information:. 
16. INTERIOR DOORS AND TRIM: 
DWM.: 'H- Luan Hollotr Coro 
Uouf y Clam rhcll . Eahogtuiy 
FinuS. a«XI Preotalncd Profinished 
Othrr irim filtm, I)ft /natimf 
M.TFRUI Mahogany ihklnru . 
Prootaincd 
Mahogany 
Profinirlicrt 
1 3/B" 
Addilwful inform*li->n ____ 
17. WINDOWS: 
Windottt: tr^ SUd«rU 
C.la« pia.lr 
Trim: IJJN-.C 
\VrailHMtii|*)Hiig' lt|<r 
; mai 
; CI v*rij 
?^01nm_nholl . , 
Inn.ort, 
Srrrrm f j full;0h^. 
lkiir»ir»l i)i"- malrilil 
Sjrriil . . . . . 
A<Miti|i;i.tl infniiHatiiHt 
IB. ENTRANCES AND EXTERIOP DETAIL: 
Main rntiaiur diyx. m ilniAl .... FlUOll.I(«£*.. 
Otliri rntiawe il(«jf» ni.iirri.it — FJ.'liih 
tlrnd fl4«tiing 
Sorlet/^. Alum (6063 _ i Mill tllKLlK •« -
Ichti; jj] balancn. I)|K. 
Mahogany 
; head 
_; man rial, 
numtirr. 
_ paini Prcfininhed ; mimii>« mm 
Vinyl _ 5CXM T.UFI, NIIFNVR 
18x16 Alum* KoM. 5 Krcvn clMh matrrL.1 
Kf(*n», numtxr— .... ;5<nfm »aih. numl/r 
iKirrn do«»r»: iliHlnri«l_3/0lf numtvr J. 
C^ortd<inalWxi iturm *nd Kirrn dwit: ililrLnrti _ 
Slxiiirrt: Q hingrJ. Q fiMil Railing* 
Hvlrrior inillwwl: g'jdr 
A1l4lninn.il Information' ^ 
; totdili ; ihkknrt* 1" I'ratnr: mair-ljl Jl^^u'^yilil'VrirM JflA}" 
; width ; •hl<l.nc»»X-3y<l,,rMmr: nwlrri.il tlil«lnr»« 
Wfaiiirr»tii|»fJi'{j: ly^Sprin/i: Bronze . tiditî i Alum H/vin.yl iiifcert 
irrrrn cloth m»»fi»l AlUftl» Slonn doiwt lliulnrtt ——nuntlK-r__ 
; wnmlu-r • icrfrii rtwili tnatriLI 
, ANTR ITHHTW -
I n*c;.-* Kiln dried CfrTl Pouf^ Kir. r«int StiiiOffd : numbrr «uu 2-
; llnr.il frrl of llulirt 
Plantic Ln*nln?ilo . rtj-j„g 
hrij!l Plnctic Laminate 
19. CABINETS AND INTERIOR DDTAlt: 
Kiiilirn cJiinrii, maII unit* inairrial ^£lyWQQfl Prfif-inichfid 
Biif iinitt: n.Mrri.d ^Prcfinitihcd-Plyi/Opd- ; counirr top p 
iiark ami mil ipiatii Plootic .1<aminatoi'iniiii <>> faiiinrti Profinichcd Prciitamed . nun»iirT ru.it 
Mrdirinr ol.lmlr .n.l, l.rtHr.QII Ho. SlBl fl.'AO . SurfMC lloiir.tod with 
OilK-r r.Mnni jm! In.llr i„ r.iiniiinr Kltchrn mid Utility Cnhinotn arc aliiilm rn uulillli.li! 
: IW.irturnil hv II 1 III hilM I Ti I llrnwl,nrt:^or Hnnufnc. Ilun6crn) AHdilinn.d InfurmxtMM 
LL.IJI-JR.TIII.S: MALR > 
A'1'li>i<i'ijl infr/tmjii*'t 
d nwolil numlur_A.ri;'_c. ttic neuttl Provided in^nlT area if rcquir r^m i/<r 
SIM* 
llMIt Rll.M STIINC* IUM.-SU a. 
KI<briM Diatnru KUirriil Si* Murrlil SIT Mt'rtul S.rr 
Anir n
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1 
I'HALIO* 
Klt{ hm 
luth 
Ouiiia, luu, GUJI, Erc- YMIIUMIU M«TIII4L 
Nv.u bsu I'M-ITLINO* 
M.,1.1.1 
Linolrufli fVin.vl Cuehion Tone) .090 Oa. 5/0 Underlay 
Linoleum .090 Oa. 
cardct tydo -— 
1 
L/lC*tK« MMMUL, Cum, Ontoia. C*r. thru. Cut, ETC. ^ lltKHT Ilusiir Ovta Tvi 
lliioirr i% S<io«tu 
(Taoti LIMTI) 
Vinyl Covered Hnrdboard or Vinyl ti Feet 
Covered Plywood 
Bathroom accettorie*: 0 Krceued; ? ""'"l** ; QQ Attached; """i'1 number ^ 
Additional infnrmaiifvi- Chromo Tumbler. g-Towel Bars. 1 3oap Pi oh, Tub Aroa Material ic sot ovor lip Sc 
22 plumofmstn'dcn "*nQ*d° tulj water protected, warranty on PVC pipe, included in JJg££g^*y 
hirttt Ncull* LflCATKJI Mai Mra*i r«Tv»i lntwnfiCA7K>* No Sui Cbu* 
1 Kitchen El .jar E-2451 1H x 52 Avocado 
1 Bath Eljar B-1034 19 x 17 Avocado 
1 Bath Eljnr • E-5270 Avocado 
1 Bath El Jar ^ feet Avocado 
1 Bath El jar E-9035 H-E-9050 Trip and Waste 
a 
NOTE: Innt 11 Rounh 1 lumbinff and Hirin! : for Washer and Dryer. 
Curtain rr«l Ap Itooi Q Showrr pan: >«> 
Wain uipjity [J public; • community lyilitni E£) Individual (private) lyiiem.ft 
ftewgr 0 (UIIIIK ; C) community iy*tem; ® Individual (private) iyticm,£ 
ft.T/kiai- »*J Junior mhriituil tjtUm in ttmpltli 4ttail in Hf*rtU drtivinji and ifxtifittliml um4\nj It r/piittmtnh. 
Home dtain (Imitle): [J tail iron; 0 9 Athi»* ABfl nr PVC Houu tow (oulilde): • can Iron; 0 ilk; C9 other JJVil 
Wntrr piping; QQ galvanirnl weel; ® copper tubing; 0 ml.̂ r Typf> T. Mnrd flnppftr Sill rocki, number __2L_ 
Oom^tic water heMcr; »>;>«• FHootrlft m*ke and tnariel State ;  htatfng t>pnrh» 
AOA or UL lintcd TMh. 100* ri»e. Storage lank: m.^.t QlaBfl Lined . ,.r,i,r Jtt.D »»Han« 
Cat tejvire: Q utility company; Q iiq. pel. (at; B '"b*r 40 Gallon OlaOC Linod 04| piping; Q conking; 0 houte healing. 
Fuiiini* draini connected to: P norm' irwrr; Q unitary lewer; P dry well. Sump fAimp; make and 
; r-ifur'ny ? ditchargei 
23. HEATING: 
p Hoc wiirr. Q Steam. 0 Vapor. O One-pipe lyitem.. 0 Two*pi[* lyitcm. 
• Radiator*. P Comrcton. • Oateboard radiation. Make and model __ 
Kadiant panel: 0 floor; 0 wall; 0 ceiling. I'anel coil: material. 
0 Circulator. Q Return pump. Mike and model ; "P" ''y fll"** 
(toiler: make and mmM f>..ip»t ftr»h - nel r»»in|f Blub. 
Additional information: __ 
Warm air: P Gravity, g) Forced. Type of iptem lnEUlgtCfl T" 
Duct material: mpply Almn. Duct ; return. Central ImuUiLy ofpft. ilitrlne.t gQ Ouuide air intake. 
Furnace: nuke and model Tnt.nplhrrm MAC 100.000 nmt. • output PQtOOO ni..K 
AdditioiuJ information: Pliol /'l Or /'? (Thon.iootat) 
p Space healer; P flof>r furnare; p wall heater. Inp»« Hmh ; outjwt Bluh ; nuniLer nniti 
M»t»! Additional info/malinn-
Control*: make ami •tr. Thprmontnt ( Tntnrnntionnl ) 
Addiikinal iHCnn*«io«: 
Fu<l. P Coal; Kl 05 K-n; (3 Pr'' lJ,» Ej electric; P oihrr_. '• Morage fpaflry 3pntal lfvU on 
Aitdiiion.il t>.f»rmali,« pn Tnnkn Will Bfi In Accordanco tfi>3 lOOWQ 
Firir^ er|iii|»iient funJilinl separately: 0 Gai burner, oinvenlon lype. P 8<oktr: hopper feed 0; bin ferd 0 
Oi) liumer; n piesi'ire fUnniilng; Q vaporlrlng ' - • , 
M*lr ami m«»»l«l. • rvwmJ 
A'MOI'J'IAI infi>im»ti'»»r, -... 
fclerllir lnjling latent; <y|if - INTPRTHOMI MAO Input ^OIQOQm.«»«; Q . ^*,9.., ml"! IfUtjnjt W.QQ'.' 
A'lditi'Hul information' llano Board Hontorn Por Hat, Bleot. Codo 
Ventilating e»|til|mnnt: atiir fan, mile and m.wll KitchcO )l00dt ^nn Exhaunt . fJ,.1Jfi,y^0 Ofrt' #rf,n> 
kitrfien c.h.uu fan. make an-l mndd ^0" Hutono H7Ch^COal Kilter PCT 1^. 
Otlw-r lirating, ventilating, or cooling ^»ilpm>wi 
24. EUCTRIC WIRING: • Squared D/Cultlcr Ham/nor 
Setviee: 0 <nerhr.vl; P undvi ground Panrl:^) fu»c Ins; 0 circuit-breaker; "»>» ot< F»P'E« AUP. No. (ircuil« . —A. 
Wiling: P comlwit. P armrvfed cable; CI nonmetillic (able; 0 kirnb and lube; 0 other 10 cVctfl« Uf:od and ri 
Sj-ti.d outlet.: [3 CD •»*«" heatrr; 0 mt^r Drynr >- glmtric Furi^ncrc *i /J.J' '/rtf* 
0 l>i«>r|irll. Q Chimet. I'uih-buiion locatloni tlutono Inform.tl/^- Uno Ko» }? Cn» 
£i nira'n uun 10 /rau,*»o wire for dry or, Ho. 6 gau^c for ranf-°*_ ^ ' V 
25. UGII(lt4G flXTURESi _ S// "IT / t l  c 
12 _,r . 60.00 
'l oul nurnVr of ridurri TOIAI allowance bf furturci, t)j>ical imtaltation. » 
N«nt)plrdt i»nnll«'in«* — • - . . . 
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DESCRICTIOII Of MATC'flA'.S 
Description of Materials (continued) 
Ur4tn« M«NAIM, TRN. »•<> Mcmoo tw IMTAUAHOM V*M« BUIIII 
It mt 
6» 
4" Fiberplooo Batt. Insulation Integral 
2" Fibcrslaos Batt, Inoulatlon Inte/rral 
HARDWARE: (mot., notarial, and Mill.) SorKonnt / Schlagc Typo F 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENTS (Stole mofcriof or mofca, nod»l and ayantity, tncfud* only equipment and oppboncei wfi/ch or* occtpP-
obit by local law, cvifom and applicable FHA tlandordi. Do not fncfud# lltmi which, by itfablhhtd cuifom, or* ivppfltd by 
o«upon! ond rimov«d whin he v oca/a I prtmfjti or cfiaftlt* prohfbffad by law from becoming r*ntty.f 
"Tappon / Premier / Brown / Hot Point - Ran go a (Oao or Elootrlc) 
AHnifrftl / Hot Point / 0«K, / Whirlpool - Hcfrlfloratoru (Qua or Electric} 
Hoi frolnt / Whirlpool / Krlffldaro - Waoh - Dryers. 
?  / O s s * /  * * " T O o y  t  Oft •* 
27. MISCEUANEOUSi (Daicrib# on/ man dwtillng moltrtoh, oqu/pmtnf. or conihvcflon Jf«m» nof ihown ofitwhtrtj or ute to provide edditionol Information whir* lh$ tpac* provided wut Inadtqjaft. Alwayt rtferenc# by lltm number io correspond lo nvmb*rhg 
Ufad on fhil form.) 
Unc 4" Facc Brick over -jf" insulated sheathing ~ with metal tieo ae notod on drawlngo ~ 
weep holco at 4 foot contoro - Baoo Flashings of 30 lb. felt* 
PORCHES: 
Entry Dock Will be conntructcd of tide wator cyproso (Both Front and near Slzo 3&* x 4* 
or cquvelent or concrotn or It or S mortcr. _ 
TERRACES: 
OARAGES: 
WAIKS AND DRIVEV/AYS: 
|>mr»*> »Miii 10* 0" ; bite mwUl Compacted A »« furfacing nuirrlai QraVOl i ihkkrwu ? " 
From M«lk: * kbit 31 ; nutrrUI(ICQYCl/fiQIl*;*IFLSFTC«A_4— "• 8w£e walk: •?_ ; nt—Ul Concrotfrt.kkft>«« 7 " 
3»rpt; tmifiUl gjDoipr J »'"*• 1? »t d*n_£ *\ Chrrk w.ii« . Strlnror MP C-Vprrtin 
pr pimilar. 
OTHER ONSITE IMPROVEMENTS! 
(Setoff all nttrin $mili n*1 dt$ttih4 tlmvlrtf, Html imh «i unaiwat grading, itainagt tl/vitarrt, ttlaining ntth./intt, laitiKfi, and antuitj iltutlaiti.) 
Septic Tank, Ucll Viator 
Water and ?.o»cr Tap when on City Wr.tcr. , 
IANOSCAPJNG, PLANTING, AfiO FINISH GRADING] 
Topwll ^ " ihkk: f""*' y«*d. D >Ue y«rdi; Q icjr yud ^ {rrt bcMnd m*In buttJine. 
Lawnt (irtM, M/W, »t if^iuri}: Q Tronl Y*"* Seeded ; Q iidt y»rd» .. ...{ Q "*r Y*"* oOOdrd 
PUnllng- Q •» tprtifird ami iKonn on dra«*ln(i; Q at Wlow»: 
^ SKjde trtri, dcriduoui. 1?'" " catiprr. «___ Bvt(|mn (rcra. * lo ________D & B. 
3 Low flowrtinf Irrn, drdduoui, * to ' Evrrgrrcn »hruL». ' lo D h P. 
3 High griming ihiubi, (frciduoui, ' la * 
MoJiurrrtrcming ihruK d«<Iduout, ' to ' LeaVO oil ponoiblo CXloting troon. 
3 l-nw-growtn^ thruht. ifaf tdimui. ' 10 ' 
IntNTinc«rioN.—Thli cxhiMt ahan be IdtmilWd by lh« algnatuic oI the buSdcr, or apontor, and/or the propotcd me«tfj{or if ihe latter b 
known at the time of application. 
FHA Form 2005 
VA Form ̂ 6»1052 n i m »•> 
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Multi-purpose Room Roof Construction 
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Multi-purpose Room Roof Construction (continued) 
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DAY CAHi: UNIT 
CONNliK HOMIIH CORP. 
DRAWINGS au:c:Ki:i) TOR COMPLIANCE WITH NORTH CAROLINA MJILDINC CODK TOR 
CONNER HOMER CORP., NEWPORT, NORTH CAROLINA FOR PROPOSED DAY CAHK UNIT 
DRAWING DATED CONTENT/LABEL 
PRIIIT N° 
None 7/2/70 Hitch, Removable 
1018 7/27/70 Steel Frame 
None 8/13/70 Floor Plan 
None 2/8/71 Side Panels "A" & "B" 
None 2/8/71 Side Panels "C" & "D" 
None 2/8/71 Plumbing 
None 3/23/71 Typical Heat Duct Detail 
1050 12/1/70 Typical Cross Over Assembly 
All Double WJ den 
None* 2/8/71 Floor Franc & Plumbing Layout 
None 2/8/71 Kitchen Sink Top 
None 2/8/71 Overhead Kitchen CnbltH'tn 
Nunp 2/8/71 Ceiling Rafters 
None 2/8/71 K1ectrical Drawing 
Thr iilrnvf drawing?; have been cheeked for compliance wltli Sitt Ion 1 ri 
of (In* UMIMI Carol Ilia llulldlng Code Lo permit tlx* nne of tin- proponed 
III I'IMI IIII' ar. a Day Care Facility. The attached LETTER from Henry Von 
Oeiii'ii and Asiiocinten wjtli three nttached detail HheeU; (letter nnd 
detail dated March 22,1'J71) nnd the nttachrd letter from Tenner 
and I'mfllit, inc. (2 pages) indicates revisions required In order Lo 
comply with (structural, mechanical nnd electrical requirements of the 
North Caiollna Building Code. 
The addition of a ramp with maximum slope of 1:12 with a 32" high hand­
rail on one side and a 5 x 5 foot landing at its top and 6 feet straight 
clearance at. its lowest point; and with the addition of assist bars on 
one watercl.osct in the large toilet room; nnd construction of interior 
walls, ceilings and ridge beam enclosure using type X gypsum board or 
equivalent 1 hour rated material, the proposed structure will comply with 
the Arctiitcctural Design Requirements of the North Carolina Building Code. 
JAMES » WILLIS JK / ARCHITECT * 
March 20,1071 
a m e r i c a n  i n s t i t u t e  0 f A R C I I I T I ' C T S  
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H E N R Y  V O N  O E S E N  A N D  A S S O C I A T E S  
C O N S U L T I N G  E N G I N E E R S  UlEPHCHl 7tJ.oit. 
611 PPIHCISS STREET . P. O. DRAW I'll 20I.V 
W I L M I N G T O N ,  N O R T H  C A R O L I N A  2 0 4 0 1  
HI II11 M. VOH 01 lilt, r, I JAMIt H. CHI'IHAM, Jl.. t f. 
r. aotiif uotti, n.. 11 
WIIIIAM f inun. f « 
JOHN I. AMftMW. p . t .  
i .  I. IHISCM, <»., M. 
CIIAII11 I. ('AVIT, M 
Willi AM I. (INC.. M. 
March 22, 1971 
HOM \ • •AfUtAW, • I 1 
Mr. Oam::s B. Willis, Jr., AIA 
713 Arundel Street 
Korchcad, North Carolina 28557 
Re: Conner Mobile Noras 
Dear Jim: 
We are forwarding revised sketches showing the structural connections 
and modifications required to connect two*mobile horr.es together. 
The shop drawings furnished us for construction of a mobile horns i.eet 
the Mobile IIO:MS Building Code. Via have not checked the foundation 
design, electrical, mechanical, plun.'jing, or hurricane hold-down devices 
as these were not included in our scope of work. 
V.'o have also checked the units for compliance with the Residential 
Building Code and find no violations. The minimum requirenonts for roof 
and floor joist and sheathing requirements ore Indicated on the sketches. 
Please call us if you have any questions. 
Very truly yours, 
>i; I OESEM AND ASSOCIATES, INC. 
John R. Andrew, P. E 
JKA/y 
Enc. 
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RNNNCR* AND PITOPVITY. INC. 
COMBULTINO I:NCINC'JN3 
w. c. rI.MNCR. i<. m. »». o. POK T*«o 
c. v. fnoKriTT, »•. v. muwit a mih 
VVIUION. N. C. H7UQ3 
March 'A?., 1771 
Jim Willi;:,  Archlt«^t 
7J/» AmidaJI JJtrifvl. 
H(»n'h< ;,<| City, (forth C"i*oUii-'i  
Suhjrrt: Day Care Unit 
for Connor 
Dear Jim: 
After utudying the owncr.s plana for the subject modular building, we have the 
following comment. 
A. ir/AC 
1. The building heat loss (including 10# factor of safely) at 0° outr.ido 
temp, is 65,003 BTUH (2$ KV/), with single-pane glazing in the winder/*;; 
or 6/»,/ |60 ( i .8.5 K'»7) if double-pane glazi.rig in used. Tiiir. is based on 
1" insulation in the sideuallto, lJM insulation in the roof, an! ln  in­
sulation in the floor. We do not recommend that funvicc.-, with lo..r» 
capacity than this be installed. 
The hull 'lirn',  instantaneous cooling load at () 'j° hli, yfl° WH oiit:;i<!-.: 
temperature, Vf»° J)U, 6'/° WH innid'i temp, is h6,2\j>. Il:«w ;vrr, roi.. i«l- r)r>,; 
the building an a residence, with some temperature.* buLii;; al l"..« l ,  \:>-
are of the opinion that a unit with a cooling capacity of > , 'M> Hi»l 
wi 1 I be milTJ clcnt.. 
Th': fnrinuc fan nhould h.ive a capacity of 1,^k) cf»u at. i-n cat* Jin I r .tat.lo 
of O.JiO". 
/». The* ductwork m»i«t be designed to comply with the rcj;. 'rni. '  nty of Para­
graph:' 6.10 and 6.11 of NKPA No. $0JD. 
n. n.(ihhim5 
1. There i.vuiit be a single 3" sewer conricctSon. 
2. There wist bo at least one 2" vent to the water closetM. 
C. KhKCTklCAh 
1. Move furnace and A.C. unit into storage area to eliminate necessity of 
separate disconnects in the office area. 
Architect's Appraisal (continued) 
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2. Acid note i>: "All grounding shall comply with article 2'jQ and ita re­
lated articles of the National Electrical Code.11  
3. Changes electrical circuit schedule. 
a. Change circuit 7-8 to 7. Use 1-20 amp single pole breaker, 2 No. 
12 W.G. to feed furnace fan. 
b. I.eave circuit 8 as a 20 amp r.ingle pole for A.C. fan unit. 
Add circuit:! PI-TV-" <: \ *y :  !- •«*.'*» v«d ru'-h with 
2 No. 6 mid 1 No. IS i 'ecu.ng eut:n aiag" > J 'tage m 
A. Add i.ot.r 6; "Main panel to l-r* equal to . 'kjuare D ty)-3u~/|UK-2«/.»." 
*>. An I ur»l.»* 7: "Main .serv 1 vo oouductorr. to be 3 No. /»/u T1W \u pp'.-r or 
i Km. ?rjK) KCM TH.7 aluminum. 
(*. Add note 6: ''Main nervine gruund to bo No. if cupper iicrvicc u;;ed; 
N". 2 if nluinimiiii used." 
7. Add nol9: "Provide 60 anp 2 pule no fu»»? N!7'A 3i( diM-onri'vt at c»»r.-
dfii-.i !i;», uni I..  '• 
H. if furrmee and A.C. not located in storage it will he n<*'~c:::,ary to add 
the following dijurountetr. in the office: 
a. l-30a 1 pole no fuue for furnace fan. 
b. l-30a 1 pole IJD fuae for A.C. fan. 
c. 'j-60a 2 pole no fuue for ntrip heateru. .  
(j.  A fire detection *v s 'M be n'•• 'v ar• • i-f-l ;• with the reqt.rer »'nts 
in tr.o ctate HuiUiLn£ i 'or type u-t uccupu.vj^i' .  
If the drar.-ingi- incorporate all the requirements ax lir.ttd herein, we can certify 
that they coroply with the applicable Cedes and with gur.d engineer-it g practice. 
Very truly youru, 
fknhwt b fhokhtt, 1KC. 
(XJ  ̂ i K-- , 
//ill.iani h. Kcnr:«;r 
WK: /v I 
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APPENDIX C 
Inventory of Educational Materials Used in 
Display of Prototype 
INVENTORY OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS USED 
IN DISPLAY OF PROTOTYPE 
Block Play 
Unit blocks 
Hollow blocks 
Rideable transportation toys 
Block accessories, such as a gasoline station, farm set, 
wooden people, wooden animals, small traffic signs 
Small transportation toys 
Housekeeping and Dramatic Play 
Puppets 
Ethnic baby dolls 
Doll bed 
Cradle 
Rocking chair 
Ironing board and iron 
Dress-up clothes 
Clothes tree 
Tea table 
Plastic food 
Housekeeping set--broom, mop, dustpan 
Stove 
Refrigerator 
Sink 
Hutch 
Chest of drawers 
Tea set 
Flatware 
Pots and pans 
Teepee 
Science 
Globe 
Magnets 
Metal filings 
Kaleidoscope 
Prism 
Color keys 
Magnifying glass, 
Magnifying glass, 
small 
large tripod 
Art'Activities 
Easel 
Tempora paints 
Finger paints 
Crayons--assorted sizes and styles 
Paper mache powder 
Newsprint . 
Construction paper 
Scissors 
Scissors rack 
Paint brushes--assorted sizes 
Play doh 
Clay 
Books 
Samples representing animal stories, families, 
community helpers, transportation, science, poetry, 
books for building perception and developing concepts 
Manipulative Toys and Games 
Lotto--various types 
Dominoes--various types 
Table blocks --various types 
Small Lego blocks 
Pipes and joints 
Puzzles 
Games--Candyland, Hi! Ho! Cheerio! 
Old Maids and other card games 
Workbench and tools 
Music and Rhythms 
Assortment of records for pleasure listening, 
rhythmic activity, teaching, quiet time 
Rhythm band Instruments 
Audiovisual teaching aids 
Flannel board and figures 
Record player 
Tape and cassette player 
Tape recorder 
Acoustlphones 
79 
Large muscle equipment 
Portable climbing gym 
Tricycle 
Wagon 
Indoor climb and slide 
Balance beam 
Furniture 
Tables -
Chairs -
-adjustable height 
-stackable, varying heights 
APPENDIX D 
Public Display of Project Child Care 
<?S£NSBO* 
School of Home 
Economics 
University of 
North Carolina 
at Greensboro 
PROJECT CHILD CARE 
Coimer Homes 
Corporation 
Newport, North 
Carolina 
Brochure 
00 
More women with children under six entering the labor market. 
Too few child care centers to accommodate the children needing care. 
THE ANSWER — MODULAR MOBILE CHILD CARE CENTERS 
Relatively low capital expenditure. 
All electric unit. 
Mobility. 
Designed for the care of young children. 
Complies with North Carolina code regarding housing for young children. 
Adaptability. 
Esthetically appealing. 
PROJECT CHILD CARE 
EDUCATION AND INDUSTRY—TOGETHER 
Project Child Care is a cooperative endeavor on the part of education and industry toward making a positive con 
tribution to the solution of social concerns of American Society. 
The SCHOOL OF HOME ECONOMICS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT GREENSBORO 
CONNER HOMES CORPORATION, and KAPLAN SCHOOL SUPPLY have worked together to design, manufacture 
and equip an innovative facility for housing child care centers. With the increasing number of mothers entering the labo 
market, there is a concurrent increasing demand for facilities to meet the needs for the all-day care of young childrer 
There is evidence to support the fact that a mother who feels secure about the care her children are receiving in he 
absence will be a more productive, conscientious employee. Some industrial leaders are investigating the possibility o 
operating a child care center as an employee benefit. 
One of the largest initial expenditures involved is the cost of housing for such a' center. The School of Home Eco 
nomics at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro together with Conner Homes Corporation, Newport, Nortl 
Carolina, has developed the concept of a MODULAR MOBILE CHILD CARE CENTER. Such a structure consist: 
of two mobile units joined together to form a single building. Because of the relative low cost and the design of this stoic 
ture, it has possibilities for use as housing for child care centers for industrial plants and also ?or kindergartens, nursery 
schools, and other all-day child care operations. 
' For more detailed information, please contact: 
School of Home Economics 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
Greensboro, North Carolina 27412 
Conner Homes Corporation 
P. O. Box 520 
Newport, North Carolina 28570 
FLOOR PLAN 
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Brochure 
PROJECT CHILD CARE 
This model center which has implications for 
use by persons interested in operating kinder­
gartens, nursery schools, and child care centers, 
will be on display in High Point, North Carolina, 
on a lot located in the 600 block of East Greene 
Street. We would like to invite you to visit the 
center at one of the times listed below so that we 
may show you its unique features. Should this 
schedule of showings not be convenient for you, 
please let us know and we will be happy to 
arrange another time. 
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE 
PLACE—600 East Greene Drive 
High Point, North Carolina 
TIME—Tuesday, May 4 through Saturday, 
May 8—10:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday, May 9—2:00 p.m. until 5:00 
p.m. 
Tuesday, May 11 through Saturday, 
May 15—10:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday, May 16—2:00 p.m. until 5:00 
p.m. 
For Additional Information 
Contact: 
School of Home Economics 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
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Thta penait does not include plumbing apd (or) heatffig or electrical work or drrvwwayi. 
City of High Point Building Permit 
i .R APPROVAL 
Robert Rusting Associates, Inc. 
110 t. 55 St.' 
New York, N.Y. 10022 
Phone: (212) 832-1533 
FOR: ALCAN ALUMINUM CORPORATION, BUILDING PRODUCTS DIVISION 
MODULAR CHILD CARE CENTER FOR 
INDUSTRIAL A!10 SCHOOL USE DEVELOPED 
BY r.'IVEr.SITV OF NORTH CAROLINA 
What started out as a master's thesis project by a North Carolina*house 
wife, has resulted 1n a possible solution to the problem of low-cost child 
care facilities for working mothers with children under five. 
A prototype of a modular mobile child care center 1s being offered 
for the consideration of Industry by the University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro, and is believed to be the first of its kind in the U.S. The cen­
ter has been built for the University by Conner Homes Corporation, Newport, 
North Carolina, a leading manufacturer of mobile homes. 
Although the 1200 square-foot child care center, which sells for about 
..$40,000 furnished, utilizes the construction know-how of modern modular or 
sectional home manufacturing and can be assembled 1n a parking lot, or serve 
as an annex to an existing nursery school or educational facility, it has been 
designed primarily with the needs of the young children in mind. 
The project, begun as a thesis project by Mrs, Percy L. Wall, a Greens­
boro resident with two te:n-ega children, who had returned to college for her 
Master's Degree 1n Child Development, was subsequently sponsored by the School 
of Home Economics of the University. 
In her research for the project, Mrs. Wall found that while over 60% of 
executives of 500 North Carolina companies employing 100 people or more ex­
pressed great interest 1n such a Center to retain and attract working-mother 
employees, only 4 of the 5CD actually sponsored such centers for their e.nployfu 
Copy for Area-wide Advertising 
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As It eventually evolved,the Modular Child Care Center consists of a 
large playroom designed to comfortably care for 20 children, with toys and 
other play and teaching aids, furniture, etc.; a storage room, kitchen, office, 
- and two bathrooms, one for the children and one for the staff. The office 
contains an observation window with a two-way mirror. 
The all-electric, air conditioned Center Is 56 feet long at its long­
est point and 24 feet wide. The building has a homelike appearance, rather 
than one usually associated with prefabricated structures. The exterior 'is 
made of Alcan residential aluninum siding to simulate the appearance of wood 
while providing the low maintenance of aluminum. This use of aluninun also 
combines light weight (for easier shipment) and superior Insulation to reduce 
heating and/or cooling problems. 
According to Wallace J. Conner, president of Conner Homes Corporation, 
the need to develop a low-cost structure which could be assembled and disassembled 
quickly if needed, and moved to another location, has been met while, at the 
same time, conforming to rigorous building and electrical codes and other 
safety specifications. , In this regard, technical advice was provided by the 
Duke Power Company. Other firms cooperating 1n the project were Kaplan School 
Supply of Winston-Salem, and Montgomery-Green Co., Inc. of Greensboro,kitchens. 
Further information on the Child Care Center may be obtained by writing 
to School of Home Economics, University of North Carolina at Greensboro, Greensuoru. 
North Carolina, 27412. 
-0-
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
Thank you for visiting Project Child Care. Your evaluation of this center would 
be appreciated. Please answer the following questions and make any comments 
which you think would be helpful. 
I. Occupation Residence 
(City or County) 
Age: 18 to 30 ' 31 to 40 over 40 
2. In your opinion, is there a need for more child care centers in your locality: 
Yes No 
Comment 
3. What groups do you think could use this type building as a center for children? 
Industry Migrant labor employees 
Franchised day care Private schools 
centers Public schools 
Individually owned child Other, please list 
care centers 
Church related child 
care centers 
Community day care 
centers 
4. In what ways would you change the design of this experimental center? List. 
5. Do you think this type of building has possibilities for uses other than child 
care? 
Yes No 
Comment 
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fi. If you were planning to operate a child care center, would you consider using 
this tyj>c of educational center? 
Yes No 
Comment 
7. Do you think the types of educational materials displayed in this center are 
appropriate for young children? 
Yes No 
Comment 
8. Do you foresee any objection to a modular mobile unit being used in your 
community as housing for a child care center? 
Yes No 
Comment 
Telephone (301) 988 IIW 
393- 5idO 
MARYLAND 4-C COMMITTEE 
KMPLOYMBNT SECURITY BUILDING, 1100 NORTH EUTAW STREET 
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21201 
I)H. T K MliKI.I.KN 
I '»r 
MRS MAKION I'KHSONS 
Vttf f'n sttjfrit 
MliS SAD1K I) fJlNSlSKHG 
Trt-nsurvr 
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Keister 
North Carolina Training Center 
t^f .1 n:l ant-Toddler Care 
V'wo University of North Carolina 
Grooiuiboro, North Carolina 27412 
Dear Dr. Keister: 
We have received a request for information 
about a modular mobile child care structure from a 
Community College which is most interested in starting 
an on-campus day care center. We are turning to you 
for assistance in answering this inquiry since we under­
stand that the Home Economics Department at your, ..institu­
tion has had experience with this kind of building. Any 
and all information you can share would be most appreciated. 
If you are not the person to whom we should address this 
inquiry, could you let us know to whom it should be 
addressed. Do you know the names of other universities 
that have utilized a mobile type structure for day care. 
Thanks ever so much for keeping my name on 
your mailiruj list. If things move along for us as we 
hope, one or more of us will be down for one of your 
workshops this year. With many thanks. 
Community Coordinated Child Care 
MIIS MAIt.KIKIK I) TKITKI.IIAIJM 
I'.uu ntiir Ihtfthtr 
DM KDWAftl) DAVKNS 
I'ttsiilvnt February 23, 1972 
Sincerely, 
9^ 
Marjorie D. Teitelbaum 
Executive Director 
MDT/bh 
DAY CARE COUNCIL OF CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA, INC. 
P. O. Box 648 
State College, Pa. 16801 
Feb. 8, 1972 
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Mrs. Jean Wall, Dept. of Child Development 
University of North Carolina 
Greensboro, North Carolina 27514 ^ 
Dear Mrs. Wall: 
At the Day Care and Child Development conference held in Washington this past 
weekend, Mr. Carl Staley told me that you had done a dissertation on the de­
sign of a modular unit for a day care facility and had worked with a manufacturer 
in the development of a prototype which is now being used on the campus. 
We are at the point of organizing and hiring staff for our Day Care Council. One 
of our members has been very much interested in finding out about your experience. 
He has been discussing such units with one of our local manufacturers. Your ex­
perience would be most halpful to us, I am sure. 
Do you have anything in print, or is your thesis available through inter-library 
loan or on microfilm? May we have the correct title, etc.? The name, address 
and phone number of your manufacturer would also be helpful. 
Thank you for what information you can send. 
Sipcerely, c \ 
Marian B. Davison (Dr.) 
Vice chairman, Day Care Council 
of Central Pennsylvania 
'METROPOLITAN DADE COUNTY ?•"i:?iDA 
COMMUNITY ACTION AQENCV 
39* N.W. lit STREET 
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33120 
OFFICE OF COUNTY MANAGER 
TEL 377-MOl September 16, 1971 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
School o f  Home Eco-ionics 
Greensboro, North Carolina 2?*• 1 2 
Dear Sir 
The Dade County Co-nrrunity Actio" Agency operates a h e * d  3r*'» Prti.i'm 
s e r v i n g  p r e s c h o o l  c h i l d r e n  b e t w e e n  2  1 / 2  a n d  5  y e a ' s  o ' d .  W p  - i - e  
p r e s e n t l y  l o o k i n g  i  m o  t h e  f e a s i b i l i t y  o f  s e c u r i n g  f a i i c  u * < : -  ' c  
u s e  a s  c l a s s r o o m s .  
W e  h a v e  b e e n  a d v i s e d  t h a t  y o u r  o r g a n i z a t i o n  e i t h e r  c a n  p r ^ v ' d e  s o t *  
t r a i l e r  u n i t s  o r  c o u l d  g i v e  u s  d i r e c t i o n s  a s  t o  w h e r e  t n e /  c o > . l d  t c  
p u r c h a s e d .  I  w o u l d  a p p r e c i a t e  r e c e i v i n g  a l l  i n f o r n a t • o n  r e l a t i v e  ' < >  
t h e  t y p e  o f  t r a i l e r s  w h i c h  m a y  b e .  a v a i l a b l e ,  t h e  c o s t  i n v o l v e d  n - < :  
l e n g t h  o f  r i m e  b e t w e e n  o u r  p l a c i n g  a "  o r d e r  a n d  a c t u a l  ' e c t f i p t .  
v o u r  c o o p e r a t i o n  I n  t h i s  m a t t e r  w i l l  b e  g r e a t l y  a p p r e c i a t e d .  
S incerely, 
Marvin Smith 
Asst. Director for Admlnistrrff(on 
M S : b a h  
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WOMAN1! HOSPITAL 
THOMAS R.  HIGMTOWe* 
A 4*  ? n l  •  t r« t * r  
a l  A l r l l n #  
P. 0. B«« I537t 
BATON ROUGH, LOUISIANA 70*13 
September 8, 197] 
School ol Home Economics 
University ol North Carolina at Greenaboro 
Greensboro, North Carolina 27412 
Dear Madam: 
Please lurniah u« with complete •,rdor!nat 'K n on •he Mod Jar Mobile 
Child Cart* Centers. 
Than* you. 
FULLY  ACCREDITED •  JOINT  COMMISS ION ON ACCREDITAT ION O f  HOSMTALS 
Sincerely ,  
Thomas R. Hightower 
Administrator 
TRHtsrc 
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WOMAN'S HOSPITAL 
T H O M A S  R .  H I G H T O W E R  
A d i n i «  t  rotor 
G o o d w o o d  a t  A i r l i n e  
P .  O .  B o *  1 5 3 7 9  
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA 70815 
December 17, 1971 
Mrs. Jean G. Wall 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Child Development, School of Home Economics 
University of North Carolina 
Greensboro, North Carolina 27412 
Dear Mrs. Wall: 
Thank you very much for the scale drawing sent to me recently of the 
Modular Child Care Center that has been developed by the School of 
Home Economics at the University of North Carolina. 
Hopefully, this will expedite our plans for a day care center, and we 
will correspond with you later and give you details of our project. 
Sinrprpl \/ \/ni ir>Q 
Thomas R. Hightower 
Administrator 
TRHrsrc 
F U L L Y  A C C R E D I T E D  •  J O I N T  C O M M I S S I O N  O N  A C C R E D I T A T I O N  O F  H O S P I T A L S  
